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When icicles hang by the wall
And Dick the editor blows his nail…
Hey Ho! The snow doth blow –
Now is the time to renew ones acquaintance with a clean, clear work-bench and roll out those dusty sets of plans and embark on a
journey that will take you to the four corners of the dark world called the Basement. There will be arduous treks to the Hobby Shop,
skirmishes with the Bandar-lag of pre- and post-Christmas shoppers, devious conundrums set by the wizards that write assembly instructions,
and the odd tender moment when you cyano (AKA de Burger) your finger to the wing root rib and two plastic clamps. The sweet chorus of
nay-sayers, sooth-sayers and simple epithets will ring in your ears; you will only pick up the soldering iron by the tip when it is hot, and the
cat is sitting in your lap – and a sweet voice will exclaim from the kitchen - “Wherever did you learn such awful words – NOT from your
mother I’ll be bound!”
It is a popular notion amongst the News Media that “hazing” is the province of the military, the aspiring football or hockey players
and very exclusive educational establishments. A wry smile flits across the face of the dedicated modeler – he puts up with far worse every
year in the rite of passage to the NEW model for next year – standing naked in a hot shower to take the warp out of a wing is passé:
Misplaced wing-rods engage in locations that no one can imagine and leaping cats (see above) generally land where they do maximum
damage (Murphy’s Law of Con-CATenated Events). Now you know why they are often referred to as Scratch Builders! But even these
incidents pale in comparison to the constructive construction critique that is hurled about on the flight line. Building the model is only part of
the character building process – the real test is when the Gurus of the Gallery lend their collective analytical focus on the project that is the
reflexion of your inner basement soul.
“How come you didn’t use (insert any facet or component viz. spruce, balsa, metal gears, mini-servos, ply or lite-ply) instead of
(insert any facet or component viz. mini-servos, lite-ply, metal gears, balsa, ply or spruce)” and its easy to see that the gallery has endless
fodder for their cannons.
And then, of course, the ultimate test:
You have laboured long, you have checked everything and re-checked everything, you have done the pre-flight checks, the range
check and the hat check: the moment of truth draws near, you take the fruits of six months labour and countless hundreds of dollars of
material and you throw it up in the air! THE moment of truth, the agony or the ecstasy, you are a hero or a bum.
If you were right and the pundits wrong – you have again earned a place in the sun:
But if you were only half-right or totally wrong you did not lose – you just earned the right to walk a little further down the path to success.

Tu-who;
Tu-whit, tu-who: a merry note,
We take this opportunity to wish our readers, one and all, a very Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year

Safety Rules – think safety, be alert, and never assume anything.
Especially when opening Christmas presents!
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President’s Message
Here it is December, and the Holiday Spirits are building up to an almost unbearable level with the constant blare of commercials coming
from the TV, radio, or newspapers... What is Santa Claus going to bring you for Christmas? I hope it is some Peace, Hope and a sense of
Charity that lies at the heart of the Christmas. With so many traditions being observed in our multi-cultural society, you can be forgiven for
omitting the proper politically correct greeting to your friends. How ever let me take this opportunity to wish everyone an especially warm,
safe, and happy Christmas holiday!
With regards to model matters, a rather interesting story is developing in regards to my role as Scale Sailplane Committee Chairman. I
received a request from an Air Cadet Squadron located in High Prairie, Alberta, to assist finding a kit or plans for a Schweitzer SGS 2-33
glider that is used by the Air Cadets for their flight training. Sharon Hiron, the Captain, CO –539 –RCACS-is hoping to obtain a model of the
SGS 2-33 for the Cadets.
I have contacted Thomas Martin of www.tmrcsailplanes.com and he is in the process of completing a kit for the 2-33 with a 96 inch wing
span (2.4 m and 1:”6.25 scale). It will use foam cores that he has in stock and it will use balsa sides with stringers. This beta kit will be
available shortly and hopefully will be built for review and evaluation feedback. Thomas then plans to introduce the quarter scale or one-third
scale designs.
If you wish to build one of his kits please contact him for information as to cost and what kind of photos and review material to be submitted.
I hope that some of our members take this opportunity to participate in this project with a local Air Cadet group.
While the Club has not undertaken a special project this year other than continuing with the Speed 400 F5J events, perhaps it is time for the
members to consider a special project like the Air Cadets trainer. I realize that most members are enjoying the “Sport Flying” aspect of radio
control models whether they fly sailplanes or electric-powered models. With the rapid changes in the technology of radios and batteries it
would seem to be prudent to have a number of guest speakers help us understand how these changes will affect our participation in the hobby.
Hopefully these sessions will help us to continue enjoying the hobby in a safe and responsible manner.
Fly with pride and fly with MAAC. Happy New Year 2006!!!

MINUTES OF SOGGI MEETING NOVEMBER 13 2005
Stan Shaw called the meeting to order at 2.05 PM. There were 22 members present.
Minutes of the March 12 meeting were read by Stan Shaw.
Motion to accept the minutes as read by Werner Klebert, seconded by Bud Wallace.
Note: As there were only 8 members present for the October meeting no club business was discussed or minutes were taken.
Stan Shaw opened the meeting with the sad news that Ken Lockwood had suffered a heart attack and passed away in October. A sympathy
card was sent from the club.
New Business:
A group of volunteers will be required to cut the weeds at the fields for 2006.
This will be decided on at a spring meeting. Stan Shaw thanked Doug Wilkins for doing this chore in the past.
Gifts for Ben Schouten, Pat McNally and Hamilton Sod were discussed.
Stan Shaw motioned that the values be increased to $125.00 for Ben and for Pat McNally and Hamilton Sod be from $50.00 to $100.00
each. Seconded by Jack Linghorne. All were in favor.
A gift certificate for Ben and fruit baskets for Pat and Hamilton Sod, Derek Hartwell and Werner Klebert will look after purchasing the
gifts.
A member said he was flying from the Beverly Center field and was under the impression SOGGI still registered this field with MAAC.
SOGGI used to fly form the Beverly Center years ago and it was a sanctioned field. Because the Beverly Center is now part of the city of
Hamilton a permit is required from the city to fly there. Whether or not you are covered by the MAAC insurance was not known at this time.
You could be flying at your own risk.
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Elections:
The current executive were all nominated for 2006
Stan Shaw: President
Bud Wallace: Vice-president
Cliff English: Secretary
Derek Hartwell: Treasurer
Dick Colley: Editor
All accepted.
Bill Woodward motioned that all nominations be accepted. Seconded by Jack Linghorne.
All were in favor.
`
Bob Hammett has agreed to be the Corporate Secretary. This gives the club a permanent address for dealing with legal and government
issues such as yearly income tax returns and filing government papers to make the Incorporation of the club valid each year.
Treasurers Report:
Derek Hartwell reported that the bank balance as of November 2005 was $1,876.42.
Contests:
SOGGI will hold 7 contests in 2006.
Sun. June 4

2006

Speed 400

Open

CD

Stan Shaw

Sun. July 9

2006

Speed 400

Open

CD

Mike Kastelein

Sun. Aug 20 2006

Speed 400

Open

CD

Otakar Koprnicky

Sun. June 18 2006

RES
(Was Golden Oldies)

Open

CD

Bud Wallace

Sun. July 16 2006

Club Day

CD

Dick Colley

Sun. Aug. 6

2006

2 Meter Contest

Open

CD

Werner Klebert

Sun. Sept. 3

2006

Big Bird Bash

Open

CD

Dick Colley

Speed 400 rules:
The rules will stay the same for the flight task. Brushless motors and Li Po batteries were discussed for use in the speed 400 contests.
This will pose a problem as the brushless motors are more powerful than a can motor. Stan Shaw said he would look into the rules
required for brushless motors and Li-Po batteries.
Instructors:
1: An instructor’s school to be held in May 2006.
2: Dick Colley made a card with instructors’ names and phone numbers. To be given to all novices so they can use any instructor.
3: There should be instructors for gliders and electric powered gliders.
4: Have a duty instructor for a determined period of time.
5: Use a report card to keep track of a new pilot’s progress.
Winch:
Dick Colley suggested that the club have a day to teach the use of winches. Werner Klebert has the club battery.
Topics for December meeting:
1: The club pamphlet to be redesigned for next year.
2: Flying fields
3: New club battery
4: F5J Speed 400 Brush less motors and Li-Po batteries.
Motion to adjourn by Bud Wallace seconded by Cliff English. Meeting closed at 3.45 PM
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Go placidly amid the noise of the winches &
remember what peace there is in the silence at
2000 feet • As far as possible without surrender,
be on good terms with the winch-master • Speak
your truth quietly & clearly; and listen to others,
even the dull & ignorant - they too have their
good flights • Avoid loud & aggressive persons,
they are vexations when you are preparing to fly
• If you compare yourself to others, you may
become vain or bitter, for there always will be
novices or diamond pilots about • Enjoy your
achievements as well as your plans; keep trying
for that next badge leg • Exercise caution in
competition for contest pilots are full of guile •
But let this not blind you to what virtue there is;
many pilots striving for height get help from
those already in lift • Be yourself • Especially do
not feign affectation • Neither be cynical about
lift, for in the face of sink and poor landing areas,
it is as perennial as the grass • Take kindly the
counsel of the years - gracefully surrendering
the things of youth • Let the younger club
members retrieve the chutes to the flight-line •
Nurture strength of spirit to shield you when lift
fails • But do not distress yourself over poor
forecasts, many fears are born of fatigue &
loneliness on the flight-line • Beyond a
wholesome discipline, be gentle with the
controls • You are a child of the universe, no less
than the power pilots & jet jockeys; you have a
right to some airspace • And whether or not it is
clear to you, no doubt the universe is unfolding
as it should • Therefore be at peace with the CD,
whatever you conceive him to be; and whatever
your labours & aspirations this season, in the
noise and confusion on the flight line, keep
peace with your fellow pilots • With all its sham,
drudgery & broken dreams it is still a beautiful
sport • Be careful • Soar to be happy •
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A new column for those hard to answer questions…
Send in your questions and our team of experts will help you find the right answer!
Why are married women heavier than single women?
Answer:

Single women come home, see what's in the fridge and go to bed.
Married women come home, see what's in bed and go to the fridge.

What shall we tell you? Tales, marvellous tales
Of ships and stars and isles where good men rest,
Where nevermore the rose of sunset pales,
And winds and shadows fall toward the West:
James Elroy Flecker (1884-1915)

Interesting Pictures:

PLEASE send some in!
Bud’s ASKa-18?
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For Sale: Want Ads: Personals

2M Fulgida $135

2M Swifty $135

ProRunner 118" $230

Windrifter 111" $175
Sailaire 150" $350
All in good flying condition. All are contest winners! Werner Klebert 905-578-9431
Task 2005
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Is there anybody out there? – Who has an article inside just bursting to get out
-

We publish for free!

Suggestions for a Winter Project
Tension Gauge for Hi-Starts
Foam Wing Cutter – Computer Driven
Aircraft Locator for Model Planes (ALMA Project)
Clean workbench

COUNTRY LIFE (or What the Papers Say...)
You heard it here first….

Why We Love Children
A kindergarten pupil told his teacher he'
d found a cat, but it was dead.
"How do you know that the cat was dead?" she asked her pupil.
"Because I pissed in its ear and it didn'
t move," answered the child innocently.
You did WHAT? ! ?" the teacher exclaimed in surprise.
"You know," explained the boy, "I leaned over and went '
Pssst!'and it didn'
t move."
One day the first grade teacher was reading the story of Chicken Little to her class.
She came to the part of the story where Chicken Little tried to warn the farmer.
She read, ".... and so Chicken Little went up to the farmer and said, "The sky is falling, the sky is falling!"
The teacher paused then asked the class,
"And what do you think that farmer said?"
One little girl raised her hand and said, "I think he said: '
Holy Shit! A talking chicken!'
"
The teacher was unable to teach for the next 10 minutes.

It'
s scary when you start making the same noises as your coffeemaker.
Remember: You don'
t stop laughing because you grow old; you grow old because you stop laughing.
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2004/5 SOGGI Executive
President:

Stan Shaw
39-383, Edinburgh Road,
Guelph, Ont.

Vice President: Bud Wallace
1060, Eastmount Avenue
MISSISSAUGA, Ont.
Treasurer:

Secretary:

Editor:

Derek Hartwell
39, Isaac Brock Drive
HAMILTON, Ont

(519)-763-7111
N1G 2K7
(905) 274-3177
L5E 1Z3
(905) 578-7991
L8J 2P1

Cliff English
24, Blackwood Crescent
Hamilton, Ont.
Dick Colley
101, Braeheid Avenue
Waterdown, Ont.

(905)-522-4561
L8S 3H5
(905)-689-7761
L0R 2H5

Deadline for February Issue of Task:

January 22nd 2006

2006 Calendar of Events
•
•
•
•
•

2006

January 8th
February 12th
March 12th
April 8th
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Members meeting
Members meeting
Members meeting
Members meeting

Rockton Library
Rockton Library
Rockton Library
Rockton Library

2:00pm
2:00pm
2:00pm
2:00pm
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